Food Options at and near Oregon State University

All options are entrees as considered by each restaurant.

*Halal options contain halal meat.

**Kosher options contain kosher meat.

Vegan
Vegetarian
Gluten-Free
Halal
Kosher
Local
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1. Dixon Cafe
2. Cascadia Deli & Market
3. e.Cafe
4. Ava's Cafe
5. Calaboo's (West)
6. Clubhouse Deli
7. Copper's Creek BBQ
8. EBGBs
9. Ring of Fire
10. Serrano
11. Tomassito's Italian Cafe
12. Boardwalk Cafe
13. Calaboo's (McNary)
14. RainTree Coffee
15. The Main Squeeze
16. Zephyro's Pasta
17. Zephyro's Pizza
18. Bites
19. Buenos
20. Carl's JR.
21. Panda Express
22. Pangea Cafe
23. TOGO's
24. Global Fare
25. Grill
26. Nori Grill
27. Southside Station Deli
28. Southside Station Pizzeria
29. Bing's Cafe
30. The Beanery
31. Tarntip Thai Cuisine
32. Bomb's Away Cafe
33. American Dream Pizza
34. Chipotle Mexican Grill
35. Subway
36. Shogun Bowl
37. Domino's Pizza
38. The Red Fox Cafe
39. Young's Kitchen
40. Cafe Yumm!
41. McMenamins
42. Qdoba Mexican Grill
43. Lemongrass Noodle House
44. Interzone
45. Jimmy John's Gourmet Sandwiches
46. Clodfelter's
47. Nearly Normal's Gonzo Cuisine
48. Sancho's Mexican Grill
49. Crystal's Cuisine & Cafe
50. Local Boyz
51. Thai Chili
52. The Pita Pit